In March 1856, Toronto City Council set out to replace the existing Toronto jail. Councillors quickly turned their attention to researching the contemporary context of prison theory, management, and architecture. One suggestion was to send a delegation to the United States to study existing American prisons. Council rejected the idea, opting instead to survey written reports and studies, as indicated by their later authorization of payment to A.H. Armour and Company, a Toronto bookseller, for “Reports on Prison Discipline and the Organization of Reformatories and Houses of Refuge in England and elsewhere.” The committee charged with making recommendations concerning plans and an architect reported in March 1857, and then Council appointed the Toronto firm William Thomas and Sons as architects, their first instruction to that firm being to design a prison along the lines of Pentonville Prison in England (figs. 1-2). By July, the plans “having been received and submitted to and approved by the Government,” Council authorized the calling of tenders.

The final building, the Don Jail, does not look like the many-spoked Pentonville. As indicated in the drawing shown in figure 3, it is, essentially, rectangular.

The considerable difference between what was ordered and what was delivered suggests an architectural story, perhaps an architectural adventure.